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Chapter 1 

Introducing Disability Aesthetics 

Aesthetics tracks the sensations that some bodies feel in the presence 

of other bodies. This notion of aesthetics, first conceived by Alexander 
Baumgarten, posits the human body and its affective relation to other 

bodies as foundational to the appearance of the beautiful-and to such 
a powerful extent that aesthetics suppresses its underlying corporeality 

only with difficulty. The human body is both the subject and object of 
aesthetic production: the body creates other bodies prized for their ability 

to change the emotions of their maker and endowed with a semblance of 
vitality usually ascribed only to human beings. But all bodies are not cre
ated equal when it comes to aesthetic response. Taste and disgust are vola

tile reactions that reveal the ease or disease with which one body might 
incorporate another. The senses revolt against some bodies, while other 

bodies please them. These responses represent the corporeal substrata on 
which aesthetic effects are based. Nevertheless, there is a long tradition 
of trying to replace the underlying corporeality of aesthetics with idealist 
and disembodied conceptions of art. For example, the notion of "disin
terestedness," an ideal invented in the eighteenth century but very much 
alive today, separates the pleasures of art from those of the body, while 
the twentieth-century notion of "opticality" denies the bodily character of 
visual perception. The result is a nonmaterialist aesthetics that devalues 
the role of the body and limits the definition of art. 
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There are some recent trends in art, however, that move beyond ide

alism to invoke powerful emotional responses to the corporeality of aes

thetic objects. Andy Warhol's car crashes and other disaster paintings rep
resent the fragility of the human body with an explicitness rarely found in 

the history of art. Nam June Paik, Carolee Schneemann, Mary Duffy, Marc 
Quinn, and Chris Burden turn their own bodies into instruments or works 
of art, painting with their face or hair, having themselves shot with guns, 
sculpting their frozen blood, and exhibiting themselves in situations both 

ordinary and extraordinary. Paul McCarthy, Tyree Guyton, and Damien 
Hirst employ substances thought to be beyond the bounds of art: food
stuff, wreckage, refuse, debris, body parts. Curiously, the presence of these 

materials makes the work of art seem more real, even though all aesthetic 

objects have, because of their material existence, an equal claim to being 
real. Nevertheless, such works of art are significant neither because they 
make art appear more realistic nor because they discover a new terrain for 

aesthetics. They are significant because they return aesthetics forcefully to 

its originary subject matter: the body and its affective sphere. 
Works of art engaged explicitly with the body serve to critique the 

assumptions of idealist aesthetics, but they also have an unanticipated 
effect that will be the topic of my investigation here. Whether or not we 

interpret these works as aesthetic, they summon images of disability. Most 
frequently, they register as wounded or disabled bodies, representations 

of irrationality or cognitive disability, or effects of warfare, disease, or 

accidents. How is disability related to artistic mimesis-or what Erich 
Auerbach called "the representation of reality"? Why do we see represen

tations of disability as having a greater material existence than other aes
thetic representations? Since aesthetic feelings of pleasure and disgust are 
difficult to separate from political feelings of acceptance and rejection, 

what do objects representing disability tell us about the ideals of political 

community underlying works of art? 
Disability Aesthetics is meant to be a first attempt to theorize the rep

resentation of disability in modern art. What I am calling "disability aes
thetics" names a critical concept that seeks to emphasize the presence of 
disability in the tradition of aesthetic representation. My argument here 
conceives of the disabled body and mind as playing significant roles in the 
evolution of modern aesthetics, theorizing disability as a unique resource 
discovered by modern art and then embraced by it as one of its defining 
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concepts. Disability aesthetics refuses to recognize the representation of 
the healthy body-and its definition of harmony, integrity, and beauty
as the sole determination of the aesthetic. Rather, disability aesthetics 

embraces beauty that seems by traditional standards to be broken, and yet 
it is not less beautiful, but more so, as a result. Note that it is not a matter 
of representing the exclusion of disability from aesthetic history, since no 

such exclusion has taken place, but of making the influence of disability 
obvious. This goal may take two forms: (1) to establish disability as a criti
cal framework that questions the presuppositions underlying definitions 

of aesthetic production and appreciation; (2) to elaborate disability as an 
aesthetic value in itself worthy of future development. 

My claim is that the acceptance of disability enriches and complicates 

notions of the aesthetic, while the rejection of disability limits definitions 
of artistic ideas and objects. In the modern period, disability acquires aes
thetic value because it represents for makers of art a critical resource for 

thinking about what a human being is. Aesthetics is the human activity 
most identifiable with the human because it defines the process by which 

human beings attempt to modify themselves, by which they imagine their 
feelings, forms, and futures in radically different ways, and by which they 
bestow upon these new feelings, forms, and futures real appearances in 

the world. Disability does not express defect, degeneration, or deviancy in 
modern art. Rather, disability enlarges our vision of human variation and 

difference, and puts forward perspectives that test presuppositions dear 
to the history of aesthetics. Neither disabled artists nor disabled subjects 

are central to my argument, it will soon be evident, although interpreta
tions of both appear in these pages. What is central is how specific artists 

and works force us to reconsider fundamental aesthetic assumptions and 
to embrace another aesthetics-what I call disability aesthetics. Disability 
aesthetics names the emergence of disability in modern art as a significant 

presence, one that shapes modern art in new ways and creates a space for 
the development of disabled artists and subjects. The many examples of 
disability aesthetics mustered here are arranged strategically to span time 
periods, cross national boundaries, and mix genres with the specific goal 

of revealing the aesthetic arguments by which disability contributes to the 
imagination of the human condition. Each chapter targets a particular 
set of arguments. Chapters 1 and 4 challenge the presuppositions about 
intelligence and cognitive ability underlying aesthetic notions of"vision," 
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"intention," "originality," and "genius." Chapter 2 questions standards of 

aesthetic beauty that rely on ideals of human beauty, in particular, those 
that disqualify human beings with reference to mental health, strength, 

and physical attractiveness. Chapter 3 focuses on the American culture 
wars as a way to think about how the defense mechanisms used to stave 

off the fear of individual disabled bodies jump to the symbolic and social 
level, creating disputes over the shape of the ideal body politic. Chapter 
4 considers art vandalism as a new mode of representing disability that 

throws off the daunting burden of enfreakment troubling the traditional 
mimesis of disability. Chapter 5 presents a theoretical approach to disabil
ity that casts light on the aesthetic images of trauma, injury, wounding, 

and violence increasingly generated by the global world and transmitted 
by the media from nation to nation. Finally, chapter 6 explains the aes

thetic prejudice against the image and in favor of words as the product 
of the image's symbolic association with disability. These are but a few 

of the new questions that arise when traditional aesthetic arguments are 
addressed from the perspective of disability studies. 

To argue that disability has a rich but hidden role in the history of art 
is not to say that disability has been excluded. It is rather the case that dis
ability is rarely recognized as such, even though it often serves as the very 

factor that establishes works as superior examples of aesthetic beauty. To 

what concept, other than the idea of disability, might be referred modern 
art's love affair with misshapen and twisted bodies, stunning variety of 

human forms, intense representation of traumatic injury and psychologi
cal alienation, and unyielding preoccupation with wounds and tormented 

flesh? Disability intercedes in the modern period to make the difference 
between good and bad art-and not as one would initially expect. That 

is, good art incorporates disability. Distinctions between good and bad art 
may seem troublesome, but only if one assumes that critical judgments 

are never applied in the art world-an untenable assumption. My point 
is only that works of art for which the argument of superiority is made 

tend to claim disability. This is hardly an absolute formula, although some 
have argued it, notably Francis Bacon and Edgar Allan Poe who found that 
"There is no exquisite beauty, without some strangeness in the propor
tion" (Poe 2:311-12) or Andre Breton who exclaimed that "Beauty will be 
convulsive or it will not be at all" ( 160). 

Significantly, it could be argued that beauty always maintains an 
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underlying sense of disability and that increasing this sense over time 

may actually renew works of art that risk to fall out of fashion because 
of changing standards of taste. It is often the presence of disability that 
allows the beauty of an artwork to endure over time. Would the Venus de 

Milo still be considered one of the great examples of both aesthetic and 
human beauty if she had both her arms (fig. 1)? Perhaps it is an exaggera
tion to consider the Venus disabled, but Rene Magritte did not think so. 
He painted his version of the Venus, Les Menottes de cuivre, in flesh tones 

and colorful drapery but splashed blood-red pigment on her famous arm
stumps, giving the impression of a recent and painful amputation ( color 

pl. 1).
1 

Magritte's Venus exemplifies a discovery articulated repeatedly in 
modern art: the discovery of disability as a unique resource, recouped 

from the past and re-created in the present, for aesthetic creation and 
appreciation. The Venus de Milo is one of many works of art called beau
tiful by the tradition of modern aesthetic response, and yet it eschews the 
uniformity of perfect bodies to embrace the variety of disability. 

To argue from the flip side, would Nazi art be considered kitsch if 
it had not pursued so relentlessly a bombastic perfection of the body? 
Sculpture and painting cherished by the Nazis exhibit a stultifying perfec
tion of the human figure. Favored male statuary such as Arno Breker's 
Readiness displays bulked-up and gigantesque bodies that intimidate 

rather than appeal (fig. 2). The perfection of the bodies is the very mark 

of their unreality and lack of taste. Nazi representations of women, as in 
Iva Saliger's Diana's Rest, portray women as reproductive bodies having 
little variation among them (color pl. 2). They may be healthy, but they 

are emotionally empty. When faced by less kitschy representations of the 
body, the Nazis were repulsed, and they launched their own version of a 

culture war: their campaign against modern art stemmed from the inabil
ity to tolerate any human forms except the most familiar, monochromatic, 
and regular. Specifically, the Nazis rejected the modern in art as degener

ate and ugly because they viewed it as representing physical and mental 
disability. Hitler saw in paintings by Modigliani, Klee, and Chagall images 
of"misshapen cripples;'"cretins," and racial inferiors (figs. 3 and 4) when 
the rest of the world saw masterpieces of modern art (cited by Mosse 29; 
see also Siebers 2000a). Hitler was wrong, of course-not about the place 
of disability in modern aesthetics but about its beauty. Modern art con
tinues to move us because of its refusal of harmony, bodily integrity, and 
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capacity to be accepted at the present moment as an aesthetic representa
tion. Disability is not, therefore, one subject of art among others. It is not 
merely a theme. It is not only a personal or autobiographical response 
embedded in an artwork. It is not solely a political act. It is all of these 

things, but it is more. It is more because disability is properly speaking 
an aesthetic value, which is to say, it participates in a system of knowl
edge that provides materials for and increases critical consciousness about 

the way that some bodies make other bodies feel. The idea of disability 
aesthetics affirms that disability operates both as a critical framework for 

questioning aesthetic presuppositions in the history of art and as a value 
in its own right important to future conceptions of what art is. It is only 
right, then, that we refer, when we acknowledge the role played by disabil

ity in modern art, to the idea of disability aesthetics. 
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Chapter 2 

The Aesthetics of Human 

Disqualification 

Smile Train, an international organization devoted to children with cleft 

palette, seems in many ways to be a model charity. It trains and uses local 
doctors. It claims to put 100 percent of contributions toward surgeries. 

But Smile Train is a model charity in more than one way. It promotes 
itself by giving a familiar and typical appearance to disability, following 

an aesthetic model long established for the purpose of qualifying some 
people and disqualifying others. The "world's leading cleft charity" uses 
in-your-face, close-up portraits of disabled children, largely of color 
and non-Western, to encourage donations to the "modern-day medical 

miracle" designed "to give a desperate child not just a new smile, but a 
new life" (fig. 12).1 Smile Train equates disability with loss oflife, isolating 

the children from everyday existence and exhibiting them in a series of 

medical mug shots. Individuality is downplayed, and the children appear 
first and foremost as medical specimens of nature gone awry, displayed 
to elicit feelings of pity, disgust, and charity. The children's color, non

Western origin, and disabled state stand in sharp contrast to the white, 
smiling, celebrity friends, such as Candice Bergen, who urge donors to be 
generous. 2 Smile Train "enfreaks" the children, to use David Hevey's term, 
only to promise to whisk away their freakish nature through the magic of 
modern medical technology. 3 

Let me note from the outset that I am not opposing the sharing of 
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Notes 

CHAPTER 1 

1. Marc Quinn revisits the idea that broken sculpture represents disabled bodies 
in The Complete Marbles. The series presents a number of disabled people who are 
missing arms and legs. In interviews with his subjects, Quinn asks explicitly whether 
broken Greek and Roman sculptures have any emotional resonance for them. His 
exchange with Catherine Long, born without a left arm, is especially intriguing: 

MQ: Before we did this project, when you saw broken Greek and Roman sculptures, 
did you ever have any feeling that there was a kind of emotional resonance for 
you that may not have been there for other people? 

CL: Not really emotion, but when I've looked at broken statues, I've thought other 
people probably consider them to be beautiful objects, but I know that's pos
sibly not the way I might be viewed by society as a whole. I know that people 
like myself-disabled people-have felt that people relate to a broken statue 
differently to the way they might to a person with a disability. (26) 

2. The pathbreaking rejection of intention as a standard of interpretation is W. K. 
Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley, "The Intentional Fallacy." 

CHAPTER 2 

1. The address for Smile Train's website is www.smiletrain.org (accessed Feb
ruary 19, 2008). 

2. The list of celebrity friends from the West includes Christie Brinkley, Tom 
Brokaw, and Bette Midler, among many others, but no people of color. Thus, even 
when the children are cured, and their disabled status vanquished, their racial differ
ence remains as a sign of disqualification, at once stigmatizing the children and jus
tifying the intervention by benevolent representatives of white modernity. See http:// 
www.smiletrain.org/site/PageServer?pagename=special (accessed February 19, 2009 ). 

3. Smile Train also presents the threat of disability as an emotional reason to rescue 
unhealthy people living under inferior conditions in faraway lands. Kim and Jarman 
provide a brilliant discussion of this trend in the context of postcolonial studies: "we 
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